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About This Game

Sun Blast is the best 3d space shooter on Steam. Earn upgrades as you fight your way through a massive seleciton of
levels.

In a period of 48 hours, an alien race utterly annihilated Earth's military forces. Only one colonial ship remains, and it's
humanity's last chance.

Choose your starfighter and join the desperate counter-assault on the alien forces. You're massively overpowered and
ridiculously outgunned, but with cunning and a lot of luck, you can prevail.

As you prove your worth in combat, you'll rise in rank and gain the ability to upgrade your ships weapons and defenses. This is
the 3d space shooter you've been waiting for!

Features:

Full gamepad support

Three ship designs to choose from, each with unique look and behavior

Fight against stealthy fighters and gigantic starships
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Huge level selection, from planet orbits to underground tunnels to infested military bases

Replay levels to earn medals

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Publisher:
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One of only a handful of Scottish routes. Nice scenarios and train-model too.. If I was given a chance to refund a single game, it
would be this.

There is an interesting mechanic (diving into enemies, power-ups etc.) but its connection to the game is vague at best. Going
into something feels nothing more than a \u201cnext level\u201d button , thus making it easier to lose track of your progress,
everything looks so similar, if not identical.. I love the concept of this game, but in its current state it's unplayable. There are too
many bugs and issue from crashing upon startup to crashing in game to the game getting stuck in a permanently paused mode.
This game needs a lot more work before I would reccomend anyone buy it.. It's alright.. All Pop Cap's games are just perfect.
Easy to learn, "plug & play" but, with increasing difficulty and clear instructions before every new thing to learn. Intense rythm,
you are always clicking the mouse, no time to rest. Original, they can be based on anything else but they do their own way and
with outstanding imagination. The right difficulty at the right time, to maintain the interest. Variated play modes. Ridiculous
simple controls, usually just the mouse and their two buttons, some times the arrows pad is also neeced but, that's all. Very good
music and sound effects....
Well, if you already played Zuma, you know what I mean but, they have other interesting titles and this is one of them.
Highly recommeded for casual tmes, when you are in a hurry and want to play just a bit or, for that "in between big games"
time.. Softcore weabo stuff.
If you are looking for the hardcore hentai experience don't buy this game.. Finally, a mention of everybody's favourite desert
fish. Hopefully they'll get a return in DoW III. Ridiculously high price for such a meager DLC.
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Loved this game. It was short but sweet, reminding me of platformers from the 90's. Some of the puzzles were relatively
straightforward, but others were interestingly complex. To be honest, it took me a lot longer than I'd like to admit to figure out
how to get the boulder unlodged in the underwater area. While there is a great deal of backtracking through all the areas, I'll say
at least half of mine was due to taking everything I picked up to Miss Willow just to see what she'd say about it. Poor Miss
Willow, behind your kind, hardworking veneer is a lonely overworked woman who is living for the weekend.

Long story short, if you enjoy shooting things with fire, whacking things with a broom, traipsing through a school filled with an
inordinate amount of ghosts and monsters as you ferry random items back and forth, and you have a few hours to spare, I'd
definitely recommend this game.. 0.5M and 1M coin achievement again? Really?. As it stands, Rento fortune is a very well
implemented Monopoly clone that does many things better than recent official versions of Monopoly. The fact that you have
online play is an immense step up from the Steam version of real Monopoly, and I particularly liked the timer that forces you to
make a move within one minute of your turn starting. People taking forever to take their turn is a huge issue on PS4 Monopoly,
and the timer keeps the game going at a great pace. There are several different boards, which is nice, and one of them is
basically hte exact layout of the actual Monopoly board, albeit with some of the values changed. The rules aren't an exact clone
of monopoly, and some of the rule changes I feel make the game a bit worse. I don't like that once you bankrupt someone, their
properties simply go back on the board as opposed to you getting them. While this does prevent a juggernaut from taking form,
it also extends the game by a great deal. The game also foces the infamous "money on free parking" house rule, which is just
bad. Board game mechanics can't be copyrighted, so I think they actually could adjust these to be more accurate to the real, but
it does seem like the company behind Rento Fortune is still updating the game with new things, so who knows what's in store.
My big question before playing this was whether it would be well populated or not, and pleasingly, it is! It only took about a
minute for my room of 5 to fill up and get a game going. If you want something Monopoly-esque but are disappointed by
official versions, this game is a good way to get your fix.. No I'm sorry but I cannot play the game as it is, graphic wise.. This
game ROCKS it's like Twisted metal Black online, but with less cars & more modes! Go get a controller for your PC & come
play... I can't believe so few are playing this GREAT mod!. Very disappointed this game hasn't moved forward any since i
bought it in April.
My review could change if the developers stop sitting on their hands!. lots of fun.

first time i played it was on a pc with a pentium 1 processor and 8mb of ram.
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